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The Cram Group has been hosting Primavera applications for nearly 10 years. When Primavera was acquired by
Oracle, this enabled The Cram Group(TCG) to provide even more value as the business and technology stack
evolved to be more open. As Oracle acquired other product lines like Skire Unifier, TCG was able to provide further
value based on history working with those products before they were in the Oracle Portfolio. Today, TCG offers
Hosting, Software and Services for the complete suite of Oracle Primavera applications and works to deliver these
offerings based on the NIST Cloud definition. Some of the key benefits can be found below:

Unified Application Management (UAM)
The Cram Group's unique AECCloud UAM portal solution provides a home page that allows users to launch any
application from a  centrally  managed location.  Users  simply  click their  Oracle  Primavera  application icon to
launch their online sessions. Application launching is also integrated with SharePoint to ensure a seamless user
experience  with  existing  solutions.  The  portal  also  serves  as  an  administrative  console  for  provisioning
applications, users and services. For more details on UAM visit our Solutions or Software content online.

Integration and Business Intelligence
The Cram Group's AECCloud hosting services brings more collaboration & interoperability between applications.
Applications  hosted with The  Cram Group allows  for  data  centralization,  integrations  with Oracle  Primavera
enabling Single Sign On, and BI capabilities.

Flexible Pricing
Based on 10+ years  of  success,  AECCloud provides  a  thorough yet  simple  model that  provides  extensive
flexibility  &  transparency  while  considering  enterprise  cost  management  practices.  We  work  with  you  to
understand what you need, and provide pricing which is managed at a component level for Software, Platform,
Infrastructure and Services - a unique aspect of The Cram Group's pricing model.

NIST Cloud standards
The Cram Group's AECCloud Hosting services deliver applications based on the essential characteristics found
in the the NIST cloud definition. These include: On Demand Self  Service, Broad Access, Resource Pooling,
Rapid Elasticity and Measured Service.
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A few customers that use TCG Services & Technologies
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